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	For more than fifty years scientists have been concerned with the interrelationships of Earth and life. Over the past decade, however, geobiology, the name given to this interdisciplinary endeavour, has emerged as an exciting and rapidly expanding field, fuelled by advances in molecular phylogeny, a new microbial ecology made possible by the molecular revolution, increasingly sophisticated new techniques for imaging and determining chemical compositions of solids on nanometer scales, the development of non-traditional stable isotope analyses, Earth systems science and Earth system history, and accelerating exploration of other planets within and beyond our solar system.


	Geobiology has many faces: there is the microbial weathering of minerals, bacterial and skeletal biomineralization, the roles of autotrophic and heterotrophic metabolisms in elemental cycling, the redox history in the oceans and its relationship to evolution and the origin of life itself..


	This book is the first to set out a coherent set of principles that underpin geobiology, and will act as a foundational text that will speed the dissemination of those principles. The chapters have been carefully chosen to provide intellectually rich but concise summaries of key topics, and each has been written by one or more of the leading scientists in that field..


	Fundamentals of Geobiology is aimed at advanced undergraduates and graduates in the Earth and biological sciences, and to the growing number of scientists worldwide who have an interest in this burgeoning new discipline.


	Additional resources for this book can be found at: http://www.wiley.com/go/knoll/geobiology.
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Analog and VLSI Circuits (The Circuits and Filters Handbook)CRC Press, 2009
Featuring hundreds of illustrations and references, this volume in the third edition of the Circuits and Filters Handbook, provides the latest information on analog and VLSI circuits, omitting extensive theory and proofs in favor of numerous examples throughout each chapter. The first part of the text focuses on analog integrated circuits,...
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Do more with SOA Integration: Best of PacktPackt Publishing, 2011


	A Packt Compendium is a book formed by drawing existing content from several related Packt titles. In other words, it is a mash-up of published Packt content – Professional Expertise Distilled in the true sense. Such a compendium of Packt's content allows you to learn from each of the chapters' unique styles and Packt does its...
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Hypercomputation: Computing Beyond the Church-Turing Barrier (Monographs in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
Hypercomputation is a relatively new theory of computation that is about computing methods and devices that transcend the so-called Church-Turing thesis. This book will provide a thorough description of the field of hypercomputation covering all attempts at devising conceptual hypermachines and all new promising computational paradigms that may...
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Wiley Encyclopedia of Telecommunications , 5 Volume SetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"...contains a wealth of information treating all aspects of telecommunications...an excellent reference source...recommended." (Choice, Vol. 41, No. 1, September 2003)     

       Engineers have long required a comprehensive yet concise resource to turn to for reliable, up-to-date information on the continually...
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Wireless IP and Building the Mobile InternetArtech House Publishers, 2002
Wireless IP and Building the Mobile Internet is the first book to take a comprehensive
look at the convergence of wireless and Internet technologies
giving rise to the mobile wireless Internet as we know it. In short, the book
endeavors to provide an overview of all the elements required to understand
and develop the future...
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C Programming for the Absolute Beginner, 3rdCengage Learning, 2014

	Many students of C will rightly admit that it's not an easy language to learn, but the professional insight, clear explanations, examples, and pictures in the Cengage Learning for the Absolute Beginner series make learning C easy and fun. Programming is not a skill you can acquire by reading; you have to write programs to learn....
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